
In the busy downtown Financial District, The Village Link introduces a new community that envisions a self-determined community that 
fuses “NATURE and ARCHITECTURE.” The tower encourages social sustainability through its three major functional zones: GROWING, 
LIVING, and SOCIAL/ACTIVITY. Along with those major zones, the Village tower introduces Co-living to the area which provides more 
affordable living units.
Within those three zones, generous community spaces are being provided. In the Growing zone, VERTICAL GARDENS are used for food 
production. Sport and leisure activities are provided for all residents at multiple activity and social clusters. With such a setting, the building 
offers a high degree of potential for community by encouraging neighbors to interact with one another and redefines the border between the 
public and the private.
With the rotating floor planes, panorama views are provided which utilizes the 360 degree views that the site provides. This rotation also 
provides a series of planted terraces to be created on every floor.
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The Village Link
In the busy downtown Financial District, The Village Link introduces a new 
community that envisions a self-determined community that fuses “NATURE 
and ARCHITECTURE.” The tower encourages social sustainability through its 
three major functional zones: GROWING, LIVING, and SOCIAL/ACTIVITY. 
Along with those major zones, the Village tower introduces Co-living to the 
area which provides more affordable living units.
Within those three zones, generous community spaces are being provided. In 
the Growing zone, VERTICAL GARDENS are used for food production. Sport 
and leisure activities are provided for all residents at multiple activity and social 
clusters. With such a setting, the building offers a high degree of potential for 
community by encouraging neighbors to interact with one another and rede-
fines the border between the public and the private.
With the rotating floor planes, panorama views are provided which utilizes the 
360 degree views that the site provides. This rotation also provides a series of 
planted terraces to be created on every floor.
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LEASING O
FFICE

2,100 SQ. FT.

DOUBLE SKIN

Houses vertical 
growing gardens.
Creates Stacking E�ect
to enhance natural 
ventilation in all units.

RESIDENTIAL UNITS

All units have views on at least 2 sides (N-S / E-W).
All units have outdoor private spaces and/or 
access to outdoor communal spaces.

OPERABLE WINDOWS

All units have operable windows at least 2 sides 
Catches prevailing winds in the summer. 
Provides Cross ventilation to reduce cooling loads.

COMMUNAL SPACES

Each cluster has a di�erent set of
activites.
Encourages residents to interact 
with one another.
Blends the border between public 
and private spaces.

VERTICAL GROWING GARDEN

Vegetable and Fruits gardens.
Puri�es the air ventilated from
the units.
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